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Many thanks for the opportunity to comment on these new documents.   I continue to
represent over 60% of the involved land owners and land area of site HO10,    The LP is not
legally compliant and not sound because:

EQ-018  LoWS Review 2019 Site Visit Reports CPT9 Kents Hill Wood    
Criteria HC2: 'Lowland Mixed Desiduous Woodland on Non-Ancient Sites'

This new report asserts a full (100%) site survey coverage, but the surveyor (NH) stated
(including at the hearings) that he had not entered the site.  Moreover, the site's western
boundary was totally inaccessible as the report states.   The surveyor could not, from the
road, on 14th May 2019, have been able to see and identify the various plant species that
this new report now lists as being present on the site.

This new report now lists various plant species that were not listed in surveyor's original
hand written report that the council supplied to me at my request and which the council
should produce if these facts are challenged.

The report states the site is 'damp on the western edge', and lists a number of plant
species there, but also states the western edge pathway was not open and so there could
be no examination of that part of the site which could not be seen from any public areas.

EXM-054   LoWS Site Selection Process

This sets out a five step procedure required for the legally compliant/sound selection of
LoWS sites.  However, the site CPT9 Kents Hill Wood selection failed to conform with these
requirements:
1 'Local Consultation'  No attempt was made to consult the community or the site owners.
2 'Strive to contact owners to arrange access'  No attempt was made to contact, or
arrange access with, the site owners who were known to the surveyor and Council and
would have happily cooperated.
3 'Site Survey Assessment' Since the surveyor  stated at the hearings that he did not
access the site at all, but viewed it from the road, there could be no reasonable
assessment of the site.
5 'Supply notification sheet to site owners'  Owners have never been given the necessary
notification document. 

Therefore the CPT9 LoWS designation should be removed.  Alternatively, the designation
could be made subject to allowing a small amount of developement, fronting Catherine
Road, in return for the bulk of the proposed LoWS to be properly managed to secure net






